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is 4 a masterpiece? its hard to say, but it is definitely worthy to have its own
definition. (as an aside, if you are going to release an album like this, let it be its

own singular work of art, do not just append it to a beyonce album). its a track-by-
track listen which has its moments and its weak points. it is well balanced, and its

best quality is how it makes you want to listen to it again and again. its a good
pop record. overall, beyonce is a work of art which is difficult to explain and

almost seems made for a film. it becomes more powerful because of the fact that
its not a single, nor a legitimate album as it should be. it is an entire symphony, a

listen from start to finish that will make you acknowledge what youve been
missing for the past few years. its a masterpiece, and while hes not as legendary

as michael jackson, this man is a god. beyonces fifth album is an instant and
welcome turn to pop music. it does not sound the same as the albums in the past,

but it is even better than the previous chapters. this is not an experimental
album, its a masterpiece. 4 ive heard in the car, at home, and at work and its not
a once in a while listen for beyonce, but every time i play it. flawless covers two

of the biggest topics in american culture: women and fidelity, however in a
refreshing way. even though beyonce claims that its "about a girl who wants to

be great and still love hard", flawless is a feminist anthem. only you can make me
love you can only be applied to beyonce herself and not a man in general; theres
a subtle flirtatiousness in the "i'd rather be alone than with a flake" lyric, and it

just turns it on its head. naughty girl (i like it) and sorry are a little more direct. "i
want a man who knows his place" is a direct shot at men who try to step up and
be "the man" in the relationship. the chemistry between them is off the charts. "i

need someone to love me when im not sick" is the most played out line in the
history of pop music (even though a part of me wants to say "i'll give you 100% of
the chances if you take 100% of the blame"), but its the way beyonce says it and
how she delivers it that makes it so fresh. heard about a boy is one of the most
catchy songs on the album, and it has a major "dont fu*k with me" attitude to it,
though that attitude is conveyed in a fun way as well. my sisters really do wear
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underwear like that (x5) is a good example. green light could honestly be
considered the epitome of the album. the stop-n-start vibe is a nice contrast to
the rest of the album, but it has a little too much "fun" on it to fit the perfectly
with the rest of the album. its a funky track with a blue-light feel that pushes
beyonce a little further into the mainstream, but its what makes it so special.
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beyonce is completely in charge. having everything under her control, beyonce
makes the past four albums seem like imitations and she is the musician that has
made the biggest leaps in her game. this is her time to shine and she is ready to

take over. three other tracks on 4 were previously heard, crazy in love, was
leaked in 2007. it starts off with a sample of robert schuller, and has the same

distorted 808 kick as the first chorus. its hit was still evident years later, but with
the addition of an emotional bridge verse and some slick falsettos from jay-z, its a

perfect 4 highlight. bills, bills, bills was leaked the same year with a sample of
queen, and a radio edit was never released. it features beyonc vocals in the

bridge and has a delicious guitar solo by nate smith. finally, partition was a new
song which was debuted at the 2008 lemonade premier showing beyonce

enjoying some serious sass. it has the same distorted 808 kick as crazy in love
and the same thomas jaffrey voice sample as sorry, but instead of one-two of

these hits for the album, three of them were dropped. there is also a version of
halo that also leaked, but its not listed on the record. im not sure what that

means because the version on the album is the same length, but is missing a
synth. as well as weve all heard the sorry version of halo, but beyonces

performance of the song at the vma's featured was the one that made me see
the gigantic star that beyonc is. 5ec8ef588b
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